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Servants, Mistresses and the Fortunes of their Families: 
Influence and Intertextuality in the Fifteenth-Century Song* 
Immature poets imitate; mature poets steal; bad poets deface what they take, and 
good poets make it into something better, or at least something different. 1 
The amelioration or revitalization [of preexisting texts] invariably derived from 
the at times subtle and at times blatant incorporation of old ideas, words, images, 
or even characters into new surroundings. Whether obscure or obvious, such 
allusions in Dante are, when probed, never found to be gratuitous.2 
In the Trick-or-Treat scene frorn Steven Spielberg's E. T (l 982), the extra-terrestrial star of the film, shrouded in 
a white sheet as a Halloween ghost, passes another alien rnonster on the street. At the rnornent of encounter, the 
two creatures emit unearthly shrieks in apparent recognition of each other, provoking laughter in the audience. 
This brief but memorable scene creates a mornentary rupture in the narrative causing the uninforrned viewer to 
wonder who the creature was and what it was doing there. Was it another member of E.T. 's alien <family> left 
stranded in the Califomia suburbs? If so, why was he roaming the streets undisguised? Does this chance encoun-
ter foreshadow a relationship between the two that will be developed further as the plot unfolds? Or was the 
second creature simply an ordinary (human) child, like the dozens of others in the scene, dressed in an excep-
tionally well-done Halloween costurne? 
According to Umberto Eco3, the audience needs at least «three elements of intertextual competence» in order 
to enjoy the scene. First, it must know that the second alien is the dwarf from George Lucas's The Empire 
Strikes Back; second, that there are biographical links between Spielberg and Lucas; and third, that both mon-
sters were designed by Carlo Rambaldi, and are therefore creative «siblings».4 So, depending on the 
«intertextual competence» of individual viewers, some may wonder why the second creature's abrupt intrusion 
is left seemingly unresolved at the end of the film, while those who instantly recognized it will leave smugly 
satisfied at their greater level of sophistication.5 
This comic scene from E. T engages a surprising number ofmore serious issues that interest me with regard 
to influence and intertextuality in the fifteenth-century song repertory. lt draws attention to itself; its intertextual 
allusions are intentional; it involves a case of influence whose directionality is unequivocal (Spielberg citing 
Lucas); it functions sirnultaneously as an instance of emulation, competition, and homage; it employs the artis-
tic creations of an independent third party (Rambaldi) as the vehicles of homage; and finally, it addresses a het-
erogeneous audience with varying levels of «intertextual cornpetence». 
Such intertextual allusions, according to Eco, demand of film audiences a certain «intercinematic» and even 
an «interrnedia» expertise, in that they must know many other movies, as weil as «all the mass media gossip 
about movies» .6 Mass culture movies like E. T., according to Eco, 
were conceived within a metasem,otic culture, and what the semiotician can find in them is exactly what the directors pul there. 
Spielberg and Lucas are semiot1cally nourished authors working for a culture of instinctive semioticians.7 
One rnight just as weil substitute the names of two fifteenth-century composers, say Dufay and Busnoys, who 
delighted in acrostics, anagrams, word-games, musical puzzles, textual and musical puns, and the other ludic 
dimensions of medieval textuality that depend on obvious and sometimes subtle intertextual allusions. They 
wrote for initiated audiences who would not only have expected to find them but who would presumably have 
understood at least some ofthem as well.8 And the expertise required ofa late medieval musical audience would 
have involved a similarly «metasemiotic» or «intermedia» knowledge of disperate ideas from classical and ver-
* 1 would like to thank Professor Wulf Arlt for his insighlful critiques ofearlier draf\s ofthis essay. 
1 T.S. Eliot, «Essay on Phihp Massingern, m: T,mes literarySupplement, 27 May 1920, p. 325ff. 
2 Madison U. Sowell, Dante and Ovid: Essays m lntertextuahty (Medieva/ and Renaissance Textsand Studies 82), Bingharnton, NY 
1991 , p. 1. 
3 Umberto Eco, «Casablanca: Cult Movies and lnterte><tual Collage», in: Trave/s in Hyperreality: Essays, New York 1983, p. 210. 
4 lbidem. 
5 Another exarnple of innuence and mtertextuality in the film is the penultimate scene in which a caravan of boys on bicycles are pro-
pelled high up into the sky by E.T.'s supematural kinetic powers, reminiscent of the scene in Vittorio de Sica's surrealist fable Mira-
colo a Milano (1950) in which a group of downtrodden workers soar miraculously on broomsticks over the piazza of Milan cathedral. 
My thanks to Teodoro Giuliani for this reference. 
6 Eco, «Casablanca», p. 210. 
7 lbidem. 
8 Hans Robert Jauß's concept of the medieval audience's «horizon of expectations» is useful here. See «The Alterity and Modernity of 
Medieval Literature», in: New Literary History 10 (1978-79), p. 185. 
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nacular poets, the Bible, hagiography, canon and civil law, medieval liturgy, courtly lyric, and popular culture, 
as weil as what one could call an <intermusicah knowledge ofwell-known sacred, courtly, and popular works. 
Even ifthe more esoteric layers ofmusical intertextuality might have been fully appreciated only by elite cogno-
scenti, there is no reason that less sophisticated listeners would need to understand every allusion in order to 
appreciate the music.9 
We have only recently begun to understand how the experiential horizon10 of a fifteenth-century musician in-
volved a complex system of ideological, cultural, and liturgical referents and symbolism, as weil as venerable 
traditions of textual exegesis. Consequently, his creative choices were often predetermined by the semiotics of 
meaning i;-idigenous to the specific social settings - courtly, ecclesiastical, or civic - in which he worked. Re-
cent he1meneutic readings offifteenth-century Masses and motets offur stunning exarnples of how the ostensibly 
devotional music of Josquin, Obrecht, and their contemporaries conceals a mundus significans (signifying uni-
verse)11, a network of symbols, which, once decoded, often yields latent clues about the extra-liturgical circum-
stances motivating the musical creation: Reinhard Strohm's demonstration that an array of seemingly unrelated 
cantus firmi in Obrecht's St. Donatian Mass illustrates specific details ofthe life ofthe Bruges merchant Donaes 
de Moor, whose widow endowed the Mass12; Michael Long's exegesis of Josquin's Missa Di Dadi as a meta-
phorical medieval dice garne13; Jennifer Bloxam 's revelation that the cantus firmi of the Missae Floruit egregiis 
by Pipelare and LaRue teil stories about the lives and careers of their composers 14; and Patrick Macey's reading 
of Josquin's psalm motet «Misericordias Domini» as a musical therapeutic for a dying monarch.15 
Similar evidence has begun to emerge for the fifteenth-century song repertory as weil. Vivian Ramalingam 
has explored a striking network of intertextual and numerological connections between passages referring to 
Beatrice in Dante's Divine Commedy and the chanson texts ofthe Mellon Chansonnier, a musical manuscript 
compiled by Tinctoris for another Beatrice - Beatrice of Aragon. 16 Christoph er Reynolds has suggested that 
fifteenth-century Masses embed numerous allusions to many well-known secular songs, the meaning of whose 
absent texts are to be understood as glosses on liturgical themes. 17 My own work has shown that the songs of 
Busnoys, Ockeghem and their contemporaries yield a web of intertextual allusions to texts of Machaut, 
Froissart, Christine de Pisan, and Alain Chartier that bear witness to their indebtedness to earlier French court 
literary traditions. 18 Without wishing to overstate the case, I would guess that many exarnples of fifteenth-cen-
tury musical intertextuality are no more <gratuitous> than those of Dante, and, moreover, that, like those of 
Spielberg, they are «exactly what the [composers] put there». 
My interest in exploring influence-related aspects of musical intertextuality leads me to conclusions very dif-
ferent from those of David Fallows who specifically excludes from discussion the thomy topics of emulation, 
competition and homage as being «very much secondary» to the investigation. 19 Reminiscent of Kristevan and 
Barthesian notions of intertextuality as author-dissociated,2° Fallows regards musical relationships among fif.. 
teenth-century songs as bland and anonymous. He explains the potentially rich networks of intertextuality pre-
sented by the proliferation of song reworkings in the late fifteenth century as resulting from purely pragmatic con-
siderations: any composer needs somewhere to start.21 
9 I disagrce with David Fallows, «Le serviteur of several masters», p. 337 in tl1is volume, that «even for a marginal appreciation of the 
music, the listener must know that the piece [a reworking of «De tous b1ens pleine»] is built on a borrowed melody» 
10 Jauß, «The Alterity», p. 185. 
11 Thomas M Greene, The light ,n Troy: lm1ta1ton and D,scovery ,n Renaissance Poetry (J,/izabethan Club Series 7), New Haven 1982, 
p. 19f. 
12 Reinhard Strohm, Music in lote Medieval Bruges, Oxford 1985, p. 146f. 
13 Michael Long, «Symbol and Ritual in Josquin's ,Missa Di dadirn, in: JAMS42 (1989), p. ltT. 
14 M. Jennifer Bloxarn, «In Praise ofSpurious Saints: The ,Missae Floruit egregiis> of Pipelare and LaRue», in: JAMS44 (1991), p. 163tT. 
15 Patrick Macey, «Josquin ' s ,M,sericordias Domini> and Louis XI», in: Early Mus,c 19 (1991), p. 163tT. 
J 6 Vivian Rarnalingarn, «A Hymenaeus for Beatrice», paper read at the Annual Meeting of the American Musicological Society, 
Philadelphia 1984. 
17 Christopher A. Reynolds, «Thc Counterpoint of Allusion in Fifteenth-Century Masses», in: JAMS 45 (1992), p. 228tT. 
18 Paula Marie Higgins, Anto,ne 811sno1s and Musical Culture ,n lote Fifteenth-Century France and Burgundy, Ph.D. Diss., Princeton 
Univ. 1987 (UMJ 8714907), p. 144f. and 283f. 
19 Fallows, «Le serviteurn, p. 337. 
20 The marriage of Julia Kristeva's term «intertextuality» with Roland Barthes' idea ofthe «death ofthe authorn marked the beginning of 
its extended critical separation from author-based notions of «inOucnce». Recently, literary critics reluctant to exclude ideas of indiv,-
duahty and authorship from their work have begun to challenge the contradictions inherenl in the divorce of «intertextuality» from 
questions of «influence». See in particular the essay by Susan Stanford Friedman, «Weavings: lntertextuality and thc (Re)Birth of thc 
Autl1orn, in: Jnjluence and Intertextuality in literary H,story, ed. by Jay Clayton and Eric Rothstein, Madison and London 1991 , 
p. 146ff. According to Friedman, Kristeva and Barthcs «rcfuse to have the discourse of the <authon , <sources>, <allusions>, (etc.) 
clash, blend or intersect with the discourse of anonymous intertextuality (p. 153)», For an excellent historiographical survey of how 
notions of inOuence and intertcxtuality are intertwined see Jay Clnyton and Eric Rothstein, «Figures in tlie Corpus: Theorics of Influ-
ence and lntertextuality», in: lnjluence and lntertextual,ty, p. 3ff. 
21 Fallows, «Lc serviteurn, p. 337. Fallows seems to imply that most of these song recompositions involved the borrowing of the tenor 
voice alone, whereas many of them employ vo,ces other than the tenor as weil , particularly thc supenus. 
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Questions of sheer utility and pragmatism aside, though, it seems eminently worth asking how exactly cer-
tain fifteenth-century songs, like «L'Homme arme», «D'ung autre amern, «Fors seulement», «J'ay pris 
amours», «De tous biens plaine» and «Fortuna desperata», did manage to attain what Eco would call a kind of 
<cult' status, to which their extreme popularity and wide diffusion would seem to attest?22 lt seems entirely 
probable that many of these <cult song> traditions were initially generated at a local level, in fairly circumscribed 
cultural circles, and only later became disserninated through the travels of astonishingly peripatetic singers and 
composers of the period. One well-known example of a generative local phenomenon is the poetic circle of 
Charles d'Orleans at Blois, where a dozen or so courtiers would proceed to create twelve entirely different poems 
from the same incipit, such as «En la forest de Longue Attente» and «Je meurs de soif aupres de la fontaine». 23 
While providing the poet with «a place to start», the incipit fixes the syllable count of subsequent lines and es-
tablishes the A-rhyme ofthe poem - textual restraints which seem very much analogous to those dictated by 
the pitches, rhythrns, and implied harmonies of a pre-existing musical melody placed in a given voice of a three 
or four-voice composition. Now, since these poems all happen to survive in Charles d'Orleans' poetry alburn, 
we are in the rare position ofhaving some knowledge oftheir origins.24 But ifthey bad been dispersed only into 
a dozen disparate and apparently unrelated manuscripts, leaving us no clue as to their origin, the situation might 
resemble the survival pattem of certain fifteenth-century song reworkings. 
One <cult song> phenomenon that was in all likelihood generated at a fairly circumscribed local level is the 
tradition of songs and Masses based on the «L'Hornme arme» tune.25 That many of the «L'Homme arme» 
Masses seern to have been written by composers circulating in secular and ecclesiastical institutions of the 
French royal court in the Loire Valley - Busnoys, Ockeghem, Dufay, Basiron, Faugues, Compere, Tinctoris, 
Brumel, and others - suggests to me that the songs and Masses based on «L'Hornrne arme» should be seen as 
the musical manifestation ofthe roughly contemporaneous literary phenomenon taking place in the same circles, 
particularly in the Loire Valley courts ofOrleans and the French royal court ofCharles VII and Louis Xl. 26 These 
Masses and song settings undoubtedly arose from the same spirit of friendly competition, love of game-playing, 
and the pleasure of hearing different aesthetic solutions to problems deriving from the same musical raw 
material.27 Moreuver, several of the Masses display intertexts that in all likelihood result from instances of 
historically verifiable influence: melodic and structural similarities in the Masses by Busnoys and Ockeghem,28 
whorn we now know to have been colleagues in Tours29; quotations from Busnoys's «L'Homme arme» Mass 
in the Masses of Dufay, Faugues, and Basiron, all composers working in chronological and geographical 
proximity;30 and the similar compositional procedures in the Masses by Faugues and Basiron, two composers 
who had a demonstrable mentor-student relationship31 • lt would not be at all surprising to leam, for example, 
that each one ofthese cult song families originated within a rather circumscribed sphere of influence that included 
composers working in close interpersonal (particularly pedagogical), institutional, chronological, and geograph-
ical proximity. 
A composer' s reasons for choosing one particular song as a model as opposed to another may weil be 
grounded in the rhetorical tradition that formed the basis of the pedagogical curriculum of fifteenth-century 
maitrises, the choirschools that served as musical training grounds for the men we designate today as com-
posers. As outlined in Howard Mayer Brown's seminal article ofabout twelve years ago, these examples of quo-
tation, borrowing, or modelling derive from rhetorical ideas of imitation that are often motivated by instances of 
emulation, competition, and homage.32 lndeed, Brown's comparison of the compositional sketch En contem-
22 As large as the nwnber of surviving sources for the pieces in question is, it probably represents only a fraction of what existed in the 
fifteenth century. 
23 David Fallows mentioned these well-known examples in an earlier version ofhis essay and has discussed music relating to the poetic 
puys in Robert Morton 's Songs: A Study o/Styles in the Mid Fifleenth Century, Ph.D. Diss., Univ. ofCalifornia, Berkeley 1978, p. 102f. 
and clsewhere. Howard Mayer Brown also mentioned this in «Emulation, Competition, and Homage: Imitation and Theories of Imita-
tion in the Renaissance», JAMS 35 (1982), p. 12. 
24 The poems are all ed1ted in Charles d'Orleans: Poesies, ed. by Pierre Champion, Paris 1971, 2 vols. 
25 Fallows regards «L' Hommc armt» as a monophonic song, an opinion by no means universally shared arnong fifteenth-century 
scholars. 
26 Paula Higgins, «Tracing the Careers of Late Medieval Composers: The Case of Philippe Basiron of Bourges», in: AMI 61 (1990), 
p. l6f. 
27 Indeed, the aesthetic impetus behind such reworkings corresponds closely to what Jauß has called the plurale tantum structure of re-
ception, in which «the pleasure is provided by the perception of difference, of an ever-different variation on a basic pattem», and «the 
intertextuality is constitutive, in the sense that the reader must negate the character ofthe individual text as a work in order to enjoy the 
charm of an already ongoing garne w1th known rules and still unknown surprises». Jauß, «The Alterity», p. 189. 
28 Leeman L. Perkins, «The ,L'Homme arme, Masses ofßusnoys and Ockeghem: A Comparison», in: Journal of Musicology 3 (1984), 
p. 363ff. 
29 On Busnoys and Ockeghem as colleagues at Tours sec Paula Higgms, <«In hydraulis> Revisited : New Light on the Career of Antoine 
Busnois», in: JAMS39, 1986, p. 69f. 
30 Richard Taruskm, «Antoine Busnoys and the <L'Homme armb Tradition», in: JAMS 39, 1986, p. 262f; and Higgins, «Tracing the Ca-
reers», p. l 5f. 
31 Higgins, «Tracmg the Careers», p. 14. 
32 Brown, «Emulation, Competition, and Homage», p. 35f. 
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plant, apparently the work of an inexperienced student, with the piece «Vivent vivent», the obvious model, r6-
veals many of the same intertextual similarities that Fallows ohserved in the «Le serviteurn complex.33 In the 
context of a pre-print, manuscript culture, the song models most likely to be readily available to any student 
musician or aspiring composer would undoubtedly have been those of his teacher or of other experienced col-
leagues working in his immediate cultural vicinity, as weil as those that might have been available in the private 
or public manuscript collections ofthe secular or ecclesiastical institution in which he was living and working. 
Thus, it may not be entirely coincidental that reworkings of songs based on the same original material begin 
to proliferate around the time when mentor-student interactions were becoming formally articulated in music 
theoretical discourse. The numerous foundations of choirschools in France and the Low Countries throughout 
the fifteenth century created an unprecedented demand for the highly qualified master. The growing valorisation 
over the course of the fifteenth-century of the master who was also a gifted composer is reflected in the hiring 
strategies of choirschools and secular courts. Students in turn became increasingly more aware that some masters 
were better than others and that career advancement often depended on the reputation of their teacher. As I have 
discussed elsewhere, the desire to model oneself after the best master possible generated a new concern for one's 
musical pedigree or creative lineage that would at least partially explain both the !arge nurnbers of sixteenth-cen-
tury composers claiming to be students of Josquin des Pres as weil as the many sixteenth-century pieces based 
on Josquinian models.34 
If one considers that matters of <influence>, particularly of a direct interpersonal nature, might enhance, rather 
than hinder, the study of musical intertextuality, one might be lead to suggest, along with Brown, that many 
settings of <cult songs> stem from instances of competition, emulation, or homage, perhaps by an apprentice 
composer in emulation of his teacher or of an older master generally regarded as an exemplary creative model. 
Take, for example, Philippe Basiron, who spent his entire early career at the Sainte-Chapelle of Bourges, and 
who composed at least two four-voice settings of Ockeghem's «D'ung autre arnern,35 one of the most frequently 
reworked songs of the fifteenth century. The close geographical proximity of Tours and Bourges, the status of 
both cities as sites of royal residences, the frequent exchange of musical personnel between the churches of 
St-Martin and the Sainte Chapelle, and particularly the visit of Ockeghem to Bourges in 1462, while Basiron 
was still a choirboy, make it entirely conceivable that Basiron's special penchant for this tune may represent an 
otherwise undocumentable example of his emulation of and homage to the more eminent and distinguished 
Ockeghem, the leading musician ofthe French royal court.36 
If one accepts the premise that late medieval musicians operated in a semiotically charged universe, and if one 
assumes, for the sake of argument, that the influence of interpersonal contacts may have generated many of these 
remodellings, it becomes difficult to accept Fallows's assertion that there was «no real significance» in a com-
poser's «choice of <D'ung autre amen rather than <De tous biens pleine»>. Since Fallows readily agrees (if only 
to explain the «liturgically inappropriate» use of secular songs)37 that there is «major significance» in a com-
poser's choice of a Mass cantus firmus, I would then ask: why should composers have necessarily regarded a 
song differently from a Mass or motet? There are of course many musical, textual, and aesthetic considerations 
that seem tobe genre-specific or at least genre influenced, similar to those that Tinctoris mentioned with regard 
to musical varietas.38 But when composing a song rather than a Mass, I doubt that a composer picked his pre-
existing materials as it were, from a hat, as if all musical, aesthetic, or extra-musical considerations suddenly 
evaporated once removed from the imposing and symbol-laden sphere of liturgical ceremony. Whether writing a 
song, a motet, or a Mass, the fifteenth-century composer acted both as reader and interpreter of pre-existing texts 
in making conscious decisions to employ one model as opposed to another as the basis for his creative endeav-
33 lbidem, p. 6f. 
34 The ideas in this paragraph were discussed in my paper «Musical Politics in Late Medieval Poitiers: A Tale ofTwo Choim1asters», first 
read at the Eighteenth Annual Conference on Medieval and Renaissance Music, Royal Holloway and Bedford New College, London, 
8 July 1990, andin subsequently expanded versions read at SUNY-Buffalo (New York, USA) in October 1991 , and at the Busnoys 
conference held at the University ofNotrc Dame (Indiana, USA), 8-1 I November 1992. They were further devcloped in a paper en-
titled «Musical ,Parents> and their <Progeny>: the Discourse of Creative Patriarchy in Early Modem Europe», first read at the Annual 
Meeting ofthe Renaissance Society of America, Durham, NC, 13 April 1991. Both papers form the basis of chapters in my forthcom-
ing book: Antoine Busnoys and Musical Culture in the Late Middle Ages (Oxford). 
35 Both of Basiron's senings use Ockeghem's superius in the top voice. For transcriptions see D 'ung au/tre amer: Se,enteen Settings m 
Two, Three, Four and F,ve Parts, ed. by Richard Taruskin, Miami, FL 1983. 
36 Higgins, «Tracing the Careers», p. I 5. 
37 There is nothing really surprising in the fifteenth-century phenomenon of basing masses on secular songs. As Christopher Reynolds 
pointed out, «lt is not so much wrang as partisan (siding with conservative churchmen of the time) to sec a qualitative difference bc-
tween works based on a chant and those on a chanson» («The Counterpoint of Allusion», p. 250). Fourteenth and fifteenth-century 
Jtalian humanist rhetorical discourse argued that divine matters should be discussed «with the sarne words we employ in talking and 
reasoning about human affairs». See Reynolds «The Counterpoint of Allusion», p. 249 and the references cited thcre. 
38 L,ber de arte contrapunch, Book III, chapter 8. Johannes Tmctoris Opera Theoret,ca (CSM 22), ed by Albert Seay, American Institute 
ofMusicology, 1975-78, vol. 2, p. 155. Fora reinterpretation ofthis passage, which is orten invoked (incorrectly, I believe) as the au-
thority for a hierarchy ofmusical genres in the fifteenth century, sec 1-!iggins, Antoine Busnois, p. 28f. 
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ors.39 Surely basic musical questions, such as the desire to explore a discrete compositional problem, an interest 
in a particular textual-musical exegesis, a concem for the technical abilities of the performers, an awareness of the 
destined audience, and above all the aesthetic predilections of a patron would have informed and, in some cases, 
dictated a composer's choice of pre-existing musical materials. 
Nor is it not necessarily the case that many aspects of musical intertextuality depend on their visual, rather 
than aural, perception. Even the tenor cantus finnus of a Mass is clearly audible not only when performed on a 
loud brass instrument but also in purely vocal performances.40 If we extend Leo Treitler's paradigm regarding 
Dufay's «L'Homme arme» Mass to other fifteenth-century cantus firmus masses41 , namely, that the melodic 
shape of a cantus firmus employed in the tenor projects itselfthroughout the texture of the Mass, it would seem 
almost inevitable that saturation of the musical surface with the abstraction of the cantus finnus idea will make it 
all the more audibly perceptible to the attentive listener. Moreover, as Murray Steib has recently demonstrated, 
fifteenth-century composers systematically employed other voices of a polyphonic model in addition to the tenor 
to a much greater extent than we have hitherto realized42, and would thereby, I believe, render the identity of the 
model much more readily susceptible to aural apprehension.43 The need to understand the intertextuality of fif.. 
teenth-century music as a «visual» phenomenon arises from a philological ideal which «unconsciously equates 
[musical) tradition with written and printed tradition», and which neglects to take into account that, for the 
overwhelming majority ofthe audience, music, like literature, «could only be taken in aurally - therefore, not 
by the self-contented contemplation of the reader».44 
To illustrate how different notions of influence might lead to different views about musical intertextuality, I 
would now like to turn to the «Le serviteur» pieces. By focussing on visible rather than audible intertextuali-
ties, Fallows has neglected a striking intertext that concems the role of «fortune» in determining the fate of the 
lover in the two poems. In effect, the persona ofDufay's «Le serviteur hault guerdonne» owes his newly fowid 
ecstacy to «fortune»: 
Le serviteur hault guerdonne 
Assouvi et bien/orrune .. . 
Before then, he had been abandoned and miserable: 
J'estoye l'homme habandonne 
Et Je dolcnt infortunJ ... 
Indeed, the text of «Le serviteur infortune» seems to allude to the lover in his earlier state: 
Le serviteur infortune 
me trouve et tout habandone 
excnt de ma doulce sperancc 
et de Ja amoureuse all iance 
ou soloye estrefortune. 
Maforltlne va tout destoume ... 
Since the allusion in line 5 to «souloye estre fortune» renders the directionality of the intertexts genuinely am-
biguous, I would be somewhat less inclined than Fallows to assume that the music of «Le serviteur infortune» 
is «plainly modelled on Dufay». Here the question of antecedent exposes the difficulties inherent in understand-
ing intertextuality in the absence of any knowledge of spheres of influence. If, on the one hand, one regards «Le 
serviteur hault»45 as the model, one must confront the fact that the musical features most prized by late twen-
tieth-century analysts - tightly organized melodic, harmonic, and contrapuntal structure which moreover fits the 
text like a glove - seem not to have made much of an impression on the composer of «Le serviteur infortune» 
who, while slavishly adopting the same melodic materials, produced a setting which is by comparison melodi-
cally prolix, tonally meandering, rhymically flaccid, contrapuntally flawed, and wholly ill-suited to the rondeau 
cinquain structure ofthe poem. Are we dealing here with an «immature» composer who awkwardly «imitates», 
39 Jauß, discussing the work ofRobert Guiette, has noted the genre-specitic differences in an audience's horizon of expcctions («The 
Alterity», p. 1841). Thus, whilc a composer's semiotic approach to the song might have been different from that of a motet or Mass, 
this does not imply that he regarded il as any less signiticanl. 
40 Here I would refer the listener to the recenl recording of Busnoys 's Missa O cria lignum triumphale on Antoine Busnoys: In hydrau/is 
and Other Works, by Pomerium, Alexander Blachly, director (Dorian 90184) as a paradigm of how the tenor cantus tirmus is clearly 
audible in a purely vocal performance. 
41 Leo Treitler, «Dufay the Progressive», in: Papers Read at the Dufay Q111ncentenary Conference , ed. by Allan W. Atlas, Brooklyn 
College, December 6-7, l974, Brooklyn 1976, p l 15ff. 
42 See his lmllallon and Elaborahon· The Use o/Borrowed Material in Massesfrom the Laie Fifteenth Century, Ph.D. Diss., Universily of 
Chicago 1992, 2 vols. 
43 1 am puzzled by Fallows's example ofObrecht's Missa Fortuna desperata as a Mass which «introduces the superius [of the song mo-
del] in the Agnus Dei» since all threc votces ofthe original, including the superius, are already present and clearly audible in the musi-
cal texture m the second Kyne. See Jacob Obrecht Collected Works, ed. by Barton Hudson, Utrecht 1988, vol. 4, p. 53f. 
44 Jauß, «The Altenty», p. 188f. 
45 Gu,1/aume Dufay Opera Omma (CMM 1), ed. by Heinrich Bessler, Rome 1964, vol. 6, no. 92. 
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a «bad» composer, who «deface[d] his model», or perhaps just an ordinary composer with different aesthetic and 
stylistic predilections? lf we compare «Le serviteur infortune» v. ith a known example of a student's attempt to 
emulate his model, one would probably conclude that we are dealing with an inexperienced composer.46 If, on 
the other hand, we consider the possibility that «Le serviteur hault» might be the reworking, rather than the 
model, its more tightly knit points of imitation, goal-directed melodies, and sharply hewn rhythmic profiles 
would resemble the kinds of <improvements> made by Isaac and other composers in their known recompositions 
of pre-existing models.47 In this case, we would have an example of a <mature> composer who not only <stole> 
material but who, as a <good> poet, «made it into something betten>. 
Whatever the c eative priority of the two «Le 
serviteurn pieces, «fortune» does function rhetori-
cally as the agent or catalyst of the antithetical afrec,. 
tive states reflected in the two poems. Thus it 
seems possible that musical intertexts - specifical-
ly from songs whose subject matter explicitly con-
cerns «fortune» - might be operative in the pieces 
as weil. Undoubtedly the most famous of these at 
the time would have been Vincenet' s «Fortune par 
ta cruaulte»48, whose first six notes in the superius 
are identical to those of «Le serviteur infortune»49, 
transposed up a fourth (Examples I a-b ). 
Understood as an audible musical intertext to 
Vincenet' s «Fortune», the opening of «Le serviteur 
infortune» would then reveal itself as both a textual 
For - tu nc 
Example la: Vinccnet, «Fortune par ta cruaultc», S, mm. 1-2 
,--, 
Le scr vi teur 
Exarnple lb: Anon., «Le serviteur infortune», S, mm. 1-2 
and musical pun. Significantly, the pieces share duple meter, rhyme scheme («-e» and «-ance»), and C-Dorian 
tonality, with a signature oftwo-flats. Further clues hinting at the possible musical cross-fertilization of the «Le 
serviteurn and «Fortune» traditions is the transmission of «Fortune» on folios immediately adjacent to «Le 
IO 
du hcu rcux 
vcl • leol 
lttc blcn 










Examplc 2b: Vincenet, Fortune par ta cruaulte, mm. 15-18 
46 Brown, «Emulation», p. 5f. 
47 lbidem, p. l 5f. 
- -
serviteur hault guerdonne» in the 
Chansonnier Cordiforrne50, and the 
two variant versions of «Le serviteur 
infortune» (unusual for a song with 
so few sources) that seem to 
correspond even more closely to 
«Fortune».s1 
«Fortune»'s cadential structure, 
ranges, and modal disposition of 
voices do not match those in the 
«Le serviteurn family proper, but 
there are other points of correspon-
dence. The opening of «Le serviteur 
hault»'s third phrase, mm . 10-11, 
initiating an ostinato-like point of 
equal-voiced imitation, presents a 
syncopated motive ascending a 
scalar fifth from G to D (Example 
2a), analogous to the one just before 
the mid-point cadence in «Fortu-
ne», mm. 17-18 (Example2b) that 
concludes an extended passage of 
canonic irnitation at the unison be-
tween the two upper voices with a 
similarly lively syncopated stepwise 
ascent through a fifth from C to G. 
48 The Mellon Chansonnier, ed by Leeman L Perkins and lloward Garey, New 1-laven 1979, vol. 1, no. 18. 
49 The Musica/ Manuscripl Montecass1on 871, ed. by lsabel Pope and Masakata Kanazawa, Oxford 1978, no. 87. 
50 Chansonnier de Jean de Montchenu (Bibliothtque nationale, MS Rothschild 2973 [1.5 . 13]), ed. by Genevi~ve Thibault and David 
Fallows, Paris 1991 , nos. 26 and 27 (the pieces are transmined on folios 33v-34r and 34v-36r ofthe manuscript). 
51 The Schedel Liederbuch (D-Mbs Cgm 810), fol. 122v-124, transmits the piece as «Celebris his dies agiturn with the mscription «Lc 
serviteur» written above the superius which is transposed a fifth below that of «Le scrvitcur infortune» and without nats as kcy signa-
turcs. See The Musical Manuscnpt Montecassion 871, ed . by lsabel Pope and Masakata Kanazawa, Oxford 1978, p. 614. Thc version 
in Escorial B, fol 109v-110, opens G-D-G in contrast to tl1e G-C-C opening ofthc concordant versions. 
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A second «g-minor» passage 
in equal-voiced imitation in mm. 
15-19 of «Le serviteur hault» (Ex-
ample 3a), is similar to the brief 
point of imitation between superi-
us and tenor in mm. 14-15 of 
«Fortune» (Example 3b). More-
over the spans of fifths in both 
«g-minor» passages from «Le ser-
viteur hault» (Examples 2a and 3a) 
call to mind «Fortune»'s modula-
tory second phrase (mm. 8-11 ), 
which begins a point of canonic 
imitation in the superius on g' 
with the tenor at the c' a fifth be-
low, rises through reiterated notes 
and sequential falling thirds to the 
d' a fifth above, and then droops 
slowly back down through a 
«g-minor» triad !o g'. This rather 
doleful gesture gives rise to a dra-
ö 
Pour du,r1I ou pout :a.d · 
r '°"" dc-1,nl ou pour 
matic (intenupted) upward leap of 
a sixth to e-flat'' in mm. 11-14 on 
«Ne pour douleurn that initiates a 
further passage of canonic irnitation 
between the upper voices, this 
time at the unison, that winds its 
way back down the sixth from 
e-flat'' to g' (Example 3c). This 
passage in turn sounds like the 
melodically sirnilar point of equal-
A 
..... 
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Example 3b: Vincenet, «Fortune», Sand T, mm. 14-15 
- "\ 
I·. "· 
1 1 Nt pour do • IIC\11 qu.r ru m;-van l -:-" . . 
Example 3c: Vincenet, «Fortune», mm. 8-14 
voiced imitation in «Le serviteur Example 3d: Dufay, «Le serviteur hault», mm. 24-26 
hault», mm. 24-26 beginning on 
e-flat' and extending in the superius down a sixth to g, and in the Contra and Tenor, through a tenth to c 
(Example 3d). 
«Le serviteur infortune» reveals a more arresting similarity to «Fortune» in mm. 31-39, setting the final 
verse ofthe refrain «souloye estre fortune». Tue point of imitation on an ascending syncopated melodic motive 
(Example 4a: x), reminiscent of the one in m. 17 of «Fortune» (Example 4b: x), rises through an octave to a ca-
dential motive in m. 33 (Exarnple 4a: y) that recalls the opening of «Fortune» (Example 4c: y) and proceeds in 
m. 34 with another point of imitation (Example 4a: z) similar to the passage in irnitation at the unison between 
superius and tenor in «Fortune», m. 16 (Example 4b: z). What is more, the gesture of the rising octave span 
from c' -c" in the superius of mm. 31-32 sounds like an inversion of the syncopated superius of «Fortune», 
mm. 4-5 descending from c"-c' (Example 4c). 
While the points of musical and textual intersection of both «Le serviteurn songs with «Fortune» could 
stem from modal archetypes, or from composers' tendencies «to borrow - whether consciously or not - from 
other pieces with a particularly distinctive tonal characterization», as Fallows suggests, they could also be heard 
as subtle intertexts of «Fortune» skillfully woven into the fabric of the two «Serviteur» songs. If one considers 
the possibility that the «Fortune» intertexts are purposeful, the referential world could conceivably expand 
outward to encompass other «Fortune» pieces that involve similarly unhappy situations. 
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Example 4a: Anon ., «Le serviteur infortun~». mm. 31-39 
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Example 4b: Vincenet, «Fortune», mm. 15-18 
y 
lf~·~b §! ,.. -- t .a J l R j_J r ' u u 11r t 
1 
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Example 4c: Vincenet, «Fortune», Superius, mm. 1-5 
0 fortune 
Example 5: Busnoys, «O fortune trop», Tenor, mm. 2-5 
354 Kolloquium 4: Intertextualität im Lied des 14. und 15. Jahrhunderts 
One such piece is Busnoys's rondeau cinquain «O fortune trop tu es dure»52, whose refrain (no more of the 
text survives) shares a B-rhyme («-ance») and two rhyme words («aliance, esperance») with «Le serviteur 
hault». A more general musical relationship involves their tonally ambiguous openings that seem to present the 
actual tonics (C-dorian in «Le serviteur hau lt» and G-dorian in «O fortune») as if they were, in modern terms, 
subdominants; a tonal analog, perhaps, of the instability of Fortune. 53 More specific are the melodic resem-
blances between the Tenor of «O fortune», mm. 2-5 (Example 5), and the points of imitation in «Le serviteur 
hault» (Example 3a) and Vincenets' «Fortune» (Example 3b); the same passages and the earlier «g-minor» tri-
adic imitative passage preceding the mid-point of «Le serviteur hault» (Examples 2a) draws one's attention to 
«O fortune»'s mock imitative passage in «g-minorn at mm. 13-14 (Example 6a). lt is difficult to hear the en-
trance ofBusnoys's superius at m. 14 without thinking of Dunstable's «O rosa bella»54, another phenomenally 
popular «cult song» which employs the same close imitation in equal voices on a g-minor triad (Examples 6b) . 
r- - - ---.:.-,1:,; 
V . 
n: - Quc 
r-- ---, 
r- - ---,, 
Examplc 6a: Busnoys, «O fortune trop», mm. 13-14 
0 Ro . su 
.., :;; 
Bel - la 
/1, /1, 
~ -- _____ _ _ _ _ J 
r-- - ----- - -- 1 
/1, /1, /1, • 
Example 6b: Dunslable, «O rosa bella», mm. 7-9 
This observation raises an aspect of the «Le serviteurn songs mentioned by Fallows and one which is also ap-
parent in the «Fortune» songs: the passages involving imitation on «g-minorn triadic figures. What is more, 
the same passages frequently involve momentary imitative excursions at close intervals with two or all three 
voices in equal ranges, resulting in a kind of «ostinato» effect. In the context of these families of songs about 
«servants» and their «fortune» it seems possible that there is a third component of musical intertextuality here: 
namely one involving the «woman», the servant' s «mistress», the object of his «textual obsession», and 
whose constancy is forever at risk ofbeing undermined by the actions ofanother woman, «Fortune». Curiously, 
the woman herself is never actually mentioned in these «Le serviteurn songs; she is quite literally «invisible». 55 
.,,, : 
V . bicns De cous _,_ --
ll 
V De row: bicN pb.inc 
.. Oe cous btcns paJnc 
Example 7: Hayne, «De tous biens plaine», mm. 1-2 
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But perhaps she is to be 
understood as musically 
audible in these striking 
im itative, ostinato-like 
passages in g-minor that 
call to mind a woman 
whose name and music 
everyone was sure to 
know: «Rosa bella». 56 
Here it seems important to 
draw attention to another 
piece that begins exactly 
like Vincenet's «Fortu-
ne»: Hayne's «De tous 
biens plaine» (Example 7) which is of course about a self-proclaimed «servant» whose unparalleled «mistress» 
is extolled in the text.57 Clearly, further investigation of the possibility of a «servant/mistress» musical 
52 The Mellon Chansonnier, vol. 1, no. 37. 
53 Laler examples of symbolic represenlalions of Fortuna in music are discussed in Edward E. Lowinsky, The Goddess Fortuna in Music 
(1945], MQ 15, 1991 , p. 81ff 
54 Chansonnier de Jean de Monlchenu, no. 7. 
55 In 1he conlext of lhe courtly lyric trad1tion I am assuming heterosexual relationships. 
56 Such allusions would bring us inlo the realm ofinlertextuality d1scussed in lhe Colloquium papers ofWulf Arll and Lorenz Welker, and 
also in Reynolds, «The Counterpoint of Allusion», whereby a musical gesture previously associaled with texl becomes a signifier of 
thal lext cven whcn 11 ,s absent 
51 The Mellon Chansonnier, no. 32. Also noteworthy here ,s the use of the opening of «Le serviteur hault» 's tenor in Jsaac ' s quodlibel-
chanson «De tous b1ens plaine/Et qui la». 1 am indebted 10 David Fallows' as yet unpublished Catalogue of Polyphomc Songs, 
/415-1480 for this reference. A number of other pieces, such as the Caron/Dussart/Philippon, «Rose plaisant», Busnoys' s «Ung plus 
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intertextuality in the «Le serviteur/Fortune» families would need to confront the serious problems of genericity 








Example 8a: Marion, «Paracheve Ion entreprisc», mm. 18-20 
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Example 8b: Vincenel, Fortune, mm. 1-3 
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Example 9a: Dufay, «Le serviteur haull», S, mm. 5-7 
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Example 9b: Anon, «Se mon service vous plaisoil», S and T, mm. 8-10 
A more systematic inves-
tigation of the different genea-
logical branches of musical in-
tertextuality generated from 
each musical and textual idea 
in the «Le serviteur/Fortune» 
families would need also to 
take seriously into account the 
apparent allusion to the open-
ing of «Fortune par ta 
cruaulte» at the mid-point ca-
dence of Morton's «Paracheve 
ton entreprise», at the words 
«fortune adverse» (Examples 
8a-b)58; the apparent allusion 
to the second phrase of « Le 
serviteur hault» (mm. 5-7) in 
the anonymous C-dorian song 
«Se mon service vous plai-
soit», mm. 8-10 (Examples 
9a-b)59; the musical correspon-
dence between «Fortune par ta 
cruaulte» (Examples Sb and 
!Ob) and the anonymous and 
unrelated setting of «Le servi-
teur hault» in Florence 229 in 
the phrase «assouvy et bien 
<fortune»> (Exarnple l0a)60; 
and the vague general similari-
ties with other C-dorian pieces 
like «Au povre par necessi-
te»6' and «Enferme suis je en 
la tourn.62 
que 1ous», «J'ay mains de bien», all ofwhose texts explicitly allude to serving mistresses, begin with a similar, but not identical, gesture 
involving a syncopated descending fourth . I hope to discuss the intertex1ual dimensions of these pieces allusions in my forthcoming 
book (note 34). 
58 The Mellon Chansonnier, no. 41 There is no other approach to a mid-point cadence exactly like this one in 1he Mellon Chansonnier, 
and the only ones using the syncopated descending fourth ligure are «Se mon servicc vous plairo,t>> (no. 22) and «Non pas que je 
veuille pensern (no. 13). 
59 The Mel/on Chansonnier, no. 22 . Compare «Le serv,teur hault», superius, mm. 5-7, with the imilative passage between superius and 
tenoral the words «vous de servileurn in «Se mon serv,ce vous plaisoit», mm . 8-10. 
60 A Florentine Chansonnier from the Tune of lorenzo the Magmficent · Florence Biblioteca Naz1onale · Centrale MS Banco Rar, 229 
(Monuments of Renaissance Mus,c 7), Chicago and London 1983, no. 1 18. p. 240f. 
61 The Mellon Chansonnier, no. 39. 
62 The Mellon Chansonnier, no. 38. 
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Example I0a: Anon., «Le serviteur hault», mm. 19-27 
An equally strong intertextuality between the Busnoys and Vincenet «Fortune» pieces seems particularly note-
worthy since David Fallows has elsewhere drawn attention to the musical similarities between Vincenet's «Ou 
doy je secours» and Busnoys's «A qui vens tu tes coquilles».63 Significantly, all ofthe pieces discussed here 
except the two «Le serviteurn settings survive in the Mellon Chansonnier, a manuscript featuring !arge nurnbers 
ofworks by both Vincenet and Busnoys.64 These circumstances, as weil as the similar pattems of transmission 
ofchansons by Busnoys and Vincenet in other manuscripts, may suggest the possibility ofbiographical links 
between the two composers that I shall explore momentarily.65 
25 
o) 1 
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Example !Ob: Vincenet, «Fortune», Sand T, mm. 23-25 
Considering the role of Johannes Tinctoris in the 
compilation of the Mellon chansonnier,66 and the 
possibility that he acquired much of its repertory 
during his residence in and around the Loire Valley 
town ofOrleans in the 1460s,67 a potential sphere of 
musical influence linking Tinctoris, Dufay, possibly 
Vincenet, and, indirectly, Busnoys seems worth 
mentioning here. Elsewhere I have outlined the geo-
graphical and chronological proximity of Busnoys 
and Ockeghem at St-Martin of Tours, Basiron, 
Faugues and others in Bourges, Tinctoris at 
Orleans, and other composers working in Loire 
Valley churches and courts in the 1460s.68 And as David Fallows has pointed out, Dufay too maintained con-
tacts with the same circles, judging from his musical settings of poems «at the request of several lords of the 
King's household.»69 
The first name and the exact identity ofthe composer Vincenet is still uncertain,7° but it seems clear that the 
Vincenet in the Neapolitan chapel from 1469-79 is probably identical to the composer of «Fortune»71, and the 
same man is clearly the one referred to in two letters of Jachetto di Marvilla to Lorenzo de Medici.72 Might he 
also be identified with the <Johannes Vincentii> whose name appears among the baccallarii on a 1462 rot11/11s of 
63 See the sim,lar melodic oullines of ßusnoys's tenor, mm. 2-5 (Example 5a), and Vincenet 's point of imitation in mm. 14-16 
(Example 2b), as wcll as a number of d1screte points of imitation in ßusnoys 's song (superius and tenor, mm. 9-t t, mm . 25-26, 
mm 26-27) !hat resemble segments in Vincenet 's (mm. 16, mm .23-25, 11-13 rcspectively}. On «Ou doy je secours» and «A qui vens 
tu» see Chansonnier de Jean de Monrchenu, p. ex, n. 14. 
64 Mellon transmits at least 15 chansons of ßusnoys, more than one-fourl11 of its entire contcnts. II also transmits all four surviving secular 
songs of Vincenet which mclude two unica As Leeman Perkins has noted, lhe number of pieces by Vincenct «is on a par numerically 
with Dufay and surpassed only by ßusnoys». The Mellon Chansonnier, vol 1, p. 17 
65 At least six other manuscnpts besides Mellon, mcluding Florence 229, Bologna Q 16, Cordiforme, Glogauer, Segovta, and Bologna 
QI8, all transmit Vincenet songs on folios adjacent to songs attributed to Busnoys. Considering !hat only four songs ofVincenet survive, 
these statistics seem remarkable. Fora complete edition of Vincenet's works with commentary see The Collected Works of Vincenet, 
ed by ßertran E. Davis, Madison 1978 
66 Perkms, The Mellon Chansonnier, vol 1, p l 7f 
67 In H1ggins, Antome Busno,s, p. 251 , 1 pomted out that many of the composers ment,oned in Tinctoris ' s Proporllonale were active 111 
Loire Valley mslitutions m the 1460s. 
68 Higgins, Antorne Busno,s, p. 213f. 
69 David Fallows. Dufay, London 1982, p. 70f, 152, 246. 
70 He has been 1dentilied w1th a «Johannes Vincenot» in the papal chapel of Martin V from 1424-29 along with Guillaume Dufay. See 
The Collected Works of Vtncenel, p. v1i1f David Fallows has suggestcd that a «Vinccnt du Bruecquet», organist and singer in U1e ducal 
chapel ofSavoy from 1450-64, is more likely tobe the composcr See Chansonnier de Jean de Montchenu, p. cviii. 
71 All an W. Atlas, Mus,c at the Aragonese Court of Napfes, Cambridge 1985, p. 69f. 
72 The Collecled Works of Vrncenet, p. ix The letters are dated 1466 and 1469. 
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students and graduates ofthe University ofOrleans presented to Pius II for expectative benefices?71 Although the 
name is probably not unusual, it is intriguing to find it or, the same !ist that also includes the names 
«Guillermus de Fay» among the licenciati and «Johannes Tintoris» among the students. 74 
The other known names on the !ist include a number of counsellors of Charles d'Orleans, Louis Xl, and 
Charles of France, all of whom resided primarily in the neighboring Loire Valley towns of Blois, Tours and 
Bourges. Here it seems important to draw attention to the rondeau cinquain «Le serviteur mal fortune» by 
C. Blosset transmitted in the manuscript Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, franyais 9223, whose intertextuality with 
both «Le serviteur hault» and «Le serviteur infortune» extends to the same rhymes and tums of phrase.75 Dating 
from around the early 1450s and closely connected with literary circles at the court of Charles d'Orleans, the 
French royal court, and possibly the court of Brittany, the same manuscript includes seven poems on the incipit 
«En la forest de Langue Actente», eleven poems beginning with the incipit «Pour acquerir honneur et pris», 
numerous other response poems, and at least n ine poems set to music by Dufay, Busnoys and their contempo-
raries, all ofthem attributed to individuals working in various satellite courts ofthe French royal court. 76 In light 
ofthe geographical and chronological proximity ofthe composers and poets involved in both the «Le serviteur» 
and «Fortune» traditions, the musical settings under discussion might weil have originated in the same closely 
related cultural circle. 
* 
The workaday realities of fifteenth-century composers dictated that they composed music less for their own 
pleasure than for e whims of secular or ecclesiastical patrons. They provided music on demand for all kinds of 
public courtly and liturgical ceremonies, including weddings, funerals, baptisms, birthdays, anniversaries, holy 
days, high church feasts and saints days, as weil as a host of more private situations. These largely practical con-
siderations may weil have compelled them to resort to the use ofpre-existing material, either their own or that of 
others, as a «place to start» (the example of J.S. Bach comes to mind). But this would not have prevented a 
composer from deriving private aesthetic pleasure from writing music, or from engaging in ludic acts of intertex-
tuality. A composer's allusions to the music of others presupposes not only his physical access (whether aural or 
visual) to their music but also to an audience whose horizon of musical expectations would have led at least 
some of them to discern the references. That being the case, it is somewhat remarkable that we have so little spe-
cific information about the spheres of cultural influence - the people, the places, the occasions - and the aes-
thetics of reception connected with this repertoire. Perhaps like certain uninitiated members of the film audience 
mentioned at the outset of this paper, we simply lack the «intertextual competence» to recognize obvious allu-
sions «put there» by the composers, the kind that would have been readily grasped by fifteenth-century audi-
ences. At the very least, it seems possible that we have tended to underestimate the signifying capacities of this 
repertoire. Jncreasing sensitivity to the range and subt lety of late medieval musical intertextuality and a greater 
understanding ofthe experiential horizon of composers and their audiences will assist our ongoing efforts to in-
terpret the semiotic soundscape offifteenth-century song. 
(University ofNotre Dame) 
73 Nicole Gotteri, Quelques etudiants de /'11mvers1te d'Or/eans en 1462 (Melanges de l 'Eco/efran~aise de Rome 84), 1972, p. 556 
74 lbidem, p. 554 and p. 557. Tinctoris was m fact a student at thc university while simultaneously holding the position of master of choir-
boys at U1e cathedral of Sainte-Cro,x of Orleans. See Heinrich ! tuschen, art. «Tinctoris, Johannes», in: New Grove 18, p. 837 The 
spelling of the name Vincentii here corresponds more or less to variants found m documents regarding a Johannes Vincenot achve in 
the papal choir of Martin V, along w,th Guillaume Dufay. See The Co/lected Works of Vincenet, p viiif. There is nothing that would 
exclude the possibility that the papal singer of the late 1420s, the person mentioned in the Medici correspondence, and the singer at 
Naples, who died in 1479, all refer to the same individual Nor would the appearance of Johannes Vmcentii on the 1462 rotulus neces-
sarily imply anything about his age, smce the numerous ecclesiast,cal and fiscal privileges conferred by studenl status encouraged a 
rampant «faincle scolarite» in the period. See Robert Favreau, «Aspects de l' Universite de Poitiers au XVe siecle», m: Bulletin de la 
Soc,ete des Ant,quaires de /'Quest 4e serie 5 (1959-60), p. 42f. 
75 Discussed and edited m The Musical Manuscript , p. 614 . Fora completc edition of thc manuscripl see Rondeaux et autres poesies du 
quinzii!me s1i!c/e, ed. by Gaston Raynaud, Paris 1889, p. 93, no. CVIII. 
76 Since the publication of Raynaud, Rondeaux, tradit,onal w1sdom has accepted the manuscript as an artifact of literary culture al 
Charles d'Orleans' coun. Daniel Poirion suggested an even wider circle of innuence including members of U1e French royal court 
who are also prominently represented among the poets (Le Poi!te et le prmce: l 'Evolulion du lyrisme courto1s, Paris 1978, p. 188). In 
any case, it ,s noteworthy Urnt botl1 the Orleans coun and the French royal court were often simul tanequsly resident in ßlois. Barbara 
lnglis (le manuscr,t B.N. Nouv. acq fr. 15771, Pans 1985, p. 214) has argued for a connection of a later ponion of the manuscript to 
the coun of ßnttany. Most recently I have 1dent1fied a number of the poets as lad,es-m-waiting and gentlemen coun,ers at the coun of 
Margaret ofScotland (d. 1445), first wife ofLou,s XI. See «Parisian Nobles, A Scott1sh Princess, and the Wuman's Voice in Late Me-
dieval Song», in: Ear/y Music H,story 10 (1991), p. 145ff. 
